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Students Attempt to Construct Record Setting Wreath
By Jobn Rom ..
As Winter break approaches, Kenyon is
becoming consumed with the Yuletide spirit.
Perhaps the best indication of this seasonal
anticipation is represented by a smaU group
of Kenyon students who have set out to
create perhaps the world's larlCst Christmas
monument.
On Saturday, the campus is invited to the
lawn of Ransom Hall to panicipatc in the
construction of the world's largest Christmas
wreath. The wreath, projected to span one
hundred (orty feet in diameter and weigh a
crusbiAa. ten tons. wilL upon its completion,
be recorded as the largest garland ever buUt.
This creation is sponsored by Student
Council. the Office of Student Activities, the
Office of the Dean of Student Affairs, and the
Kenyon Inn. The project's coordinator. Bob
Voth, wishes to thank Dean Cheryl Steele
and Student Activities Director Rosanne
Hayes for their support for the wreath and
extends a special thanks to the Kenyon Inn
whose management "has been more than
gracious."
The purpose of the wreath is two-fold.
Beyond creating a festive atmosphere to
relieve some of the pressures of final exams
and to put Kenyon in the record boob, the
organqerl.nOle~tlpt I2¢.Clwitll~ d9Pa-
nons will benefit. Food For ihe'HonarY, an
orglUlLzation sponsored by the Salvation Ar-
my and Inter..Qlurch, will receive donations
collccted during the event to be distributed to
the needy of Knox County during the
Christmas season.
The loaistics of the construction of this
evergreen wreath have undergone an enea-
sive evolution. Originally, the event was in-
tended to serve as a night IonI celebration
similar to Summer Send-off. Bu. ecn-
straints forced the event to become, in Voth's
words, "'more of an afternoon study break."
Actual construetioft wiD take place In two
partS and the community is invited to par.
ticipate jn both. The ftrst sta&e creates the
bed of chicken wit'e upended by Wooden
Campus Crime Rates Soar Across Country, Kenyon
Ify Rob Gluck and Mark SuUivan-
The heat is on for colleges and universities
to do something about the alarming increase
in campus crimes which has only recently
been brought into the national spotlight, The
United States Senate has passed a bill that
will require colleges to provide students, ap-
plicants and employees with an annual report
on security policies and violent crime
statistics, beginning in 1991.
The legislation comes in response to a rash
of violent and highly publicized incidents on
campuses across the nation. For example,
earlier this year a woman at the University of
Rhode Island was allegedly raped while five
other men watched. One of the witnesses
committed suicide houn before be was to be
questioned by state police about what had
happened the night of the rape.
In an incident which received even morc
national coverage, five students at the Uni-
versity of Florida were brutally murdered in
their off-eampus apartments. Widespread
panic ensued and many students at the Uni-
versity felt it n~ to flee the campus un-
til the perpetrator was arrested.
A recent series of ankles in USA TodDyat-
tempted to address the issue of campus
violence, how it can be reduced, and how
various Universities fare in a test of campus
safety. The study only compared schools of
over 3,000 students, assessing their crime
rates in a number of categories including
violent crimes, assaults, theft, drugs, and
crime index rate per 1,000 students.
In the category of crime indeX rate per
1,000 students, Ohio State had the second
worst rating in the state of Ohio at 28. The
University of Cincinnati topped this figure at
35. In 1989, the Campus Police in Columbus
investigated 2,517 crime reports.
In a USA TodlIy aniele E. Gordon Gee,
Ohio Statc's President, insisted that measures
can and wiU be taken to curb the degree of
violence on and around his campus. He has
proposed new approaches to housing, in-
creased lighting on the campus, and improv-
ed student awareness as partial solutions for
the problem.
When asked if he believed that there has
been a significant increase in vandalism, theft
and assault here at Kenyon, Tom Woosley,
Assistant Director of Security and Safety,
Aid Office Forced to Find Director
By Cindy Wittman
P. Wesley TutchinBs' resignation as Dirce-
lor of Financial Aid was a result of personal
reasons relating to the death of his father in
August. His reSignation effectivc November
30 was timed to coincide with a relatively less
busy period in the financial aid office.
Presently, the financial aid office is ad-
justing itself to meet the new demands caused
by the resignation of Tutd1ings. Some of his
responsibilities wl1lbe assumed by Anderson,
and others win be taken care of by Becky
Shinaberry, acting director. Sbinaberry has
been work-ina at Kenyon for 16yean. The ad-
ministrilcion is moviltl quickly, bowevei', to
obtain a new director, although Anderson
was doubtful about obtaining one before the
end of the school year.
Because financial aid is considered an im-
ponant student services office, the Search
Committee for the new financial aid director
will be composed of faculty and students as
well as administration. "Student input in that
kind of decision as to who is hired is key,"
said Anderson.
As Tulchings declined to comment. John
W. Anderson, Director of Admissions,
aftirmed the stated reasons for the raianation
S« DIRECTOR ~ ft''''
flatly responded, "yes." Woosley pointed
towards the Campus.Watch program, and
awareness on the part of students as the best
s« CRIME pa,e eighl
supports, where the evergreen wiD be placed.
Creatina this everareen bed promises to
become an event in itself, taking place over
the course of both Thunday and Friday
afternoons.
Saturday wiD be the main event. From one
untD six, voIuntel:n wiD Jay the eversreen,
stripped from eiaht hundred trees, onto the
chicken-wire foundation. To support the
Kno)( County area needy, booths wiD be set
up at the construction site to take donations
of canned food, clothes and IDOIlC!J to be
given to Food For the Hunll')' for distn"bu-
lion. Saturday's festivities wiDfeature catered
mlA:ks by ARA.
'VOth mcourqes in members of ):he c0m-
munity to participate in the eveDt by briDIinB
any type of decoration for the wreath rrom
"bows to fra1emiI:y letters." He adds thM "at
the very least, you can come out, han, out
with your friends and then go home and tell
everyone that you helped build the world'.
LargestChristmas wreIlh."
Students Protest Persian Gulf Crisis
further debate. After the kct:uccs. • panel
discussion was held on the etbics of war aDd
the"just war theory."
Altho ..... euo.......... on<! DeBoois ..
interested in settil1l up • 'taIch-in' at ICen)w
after break, the event held today wu DOt •
structured as tbe format at DeaiIoD. TIley
IIbo wanted to cmphube that the ICIIoIl
Iaken at DellisonWISled by!be-,_
at Kenyon this is • student-nm ctrort. oa
pMicipmlt explaiaed, '"This II • • , If.
................. Thlslaj .......... _ ..._."
The teat:h-m _ with liltI...... ed__ • A<looIIlIloll Ie
<n.due, one KCIl)'OII IhIdcot wIt:i
IhiI forma WIS _ ,.. .............""_too _ with,"
s« PROTBST fJI* dIM
By Amy Kover
With the threat of war and a possible draft
impending, students at Kenyon have begun
to band topt.her in an attempt to raise
awareness.
Theresa Cunninaham and Terri DeBonis
held a 'speak--out' outside of Peirce at noon,
today. The propem was an hour of dilferent
students givina lectures, sinsinI IOIlIS aDd
reading poetry in reaction to the Middlc-&It
crisis. Infonnalton wu available pertainina
to conscientious objection and other reIe-
vant issues. A Dumber of pOtitionl wtre pass-
ed around to find out who is intcrated in
becomina more involved.. CunDinaham
discussed a similu event that wDl take place
in Mount Vernon, run by tbe community on
Saturday.
The purpose of this event was to let
students to begin thinking about tbe Iraq
crisis and initiate a grass roots movement.
Although this event did not take form in a
protest, Cunninpam explained "there wiU be
a slant towards concerns for peace. II Cunn-
ingham added, "We are tryiltl to mobilize
SUppaM, that is the point of grass roots
movements."
The idea for action at Kenyon, is baled on
proJJ1Ults and protests lOins on It oeerby
schools, primarily a 'te.:h-in' held at Denison
University on Friday. Dctanber 7. The
teach-ill coasisted of • series of IIcWres by
faculty llIld other -un ind..... ·•
political sdtnce professor from Ohio
Wesleyan. a Kuwaiti citizen and an
ecoDOlDist from Iraq. ID bet_ ...
speak ... the mlcrophooe WIS Iel\ ..,.,. for
Where's the Sohlo1
Ken,.,n .. _ nturnIDr _ ",....
sivioa Break ..- by .......
ch.... to the 1antI_. 1118
"'" SohIo II ....
white and blue with !be..- ....
BP.The __ oa-....-..- ..OIlIoComi>&DJfarJ!-o
""-'."h<Ir
18,.."..
Qliadii.-
Thav..e/ir,...._ ...
will .
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Precasting has Disastrous Results
To the Editor:
As an active participant of the drama
department I feel compelled to write a leiter
concerning the lack of checks on the present
casting system of student productions spon-
sored by KCDC and G.R.E.A.T, and to in-
form the community about the disastrous
results this has had on the productions and
students this year. Prior to this year I had
never heard of precasting at Kenyon, outside
of precasting for senior theses' academic re-
qutremenrs. At the beginning of this
semester, however, precasting not for the
purpose of fulfilling an academic requirement
became a common occurrence. In A Mid-
summer Night's Dn!am, a KCDC-sponsored
senior thesis, three out of the six main speak-
ing roles were precast not for the purpose of
meeting an academic requirement, and two
of those actors had had major roles in pro-
ducing Crimes of the Heart just a few weeks
earlier. In Burn This, a GREAT-sponsored
production, one out of four roles was initially
precast, and the role was to be filled by an ac-
tress who had been precast in A Midsummer
Night's Dream.
A number of students were outraged when
hearing about the precasting and approached
the director of Burn This (who had been
precast in A Midsummer Night's Dream and
had directed Crimes of the Heart) and the ar-
tistic director of GREAT, saying that
precastlng was unacceptable and unethical if
GREAT's working premise was to provide
open opportunities for students interested in
participating in shows. The director yielded
see PRECASTING poge eight
THE READERS WRITE
The Kenyon Collegian encourages letters to the Editor. All
submissions must be signed and typed, double-spaced and are
due Tuesdays at noon in the Gund Commons mailbox. The Edi-
tors reserve the right to edit all material while maintaining the
original intent of the submission. leiters and columns do not
necessarily reflect the views of the staff.
Actor Protests Plays' Precasting
To the Editors:
Having recently auditioned for Crimes of
the Heart, Midsummer's Night Dream, and
Burn This, I feel qualified to protest against
the casting procedures utilized in at least
these productions. It would appear to the
outside observer that common to these three
shows was a small group of students involved
in all aspects of production who seemed to
wield a disproportionate amount of power. It
is certainly possible that according to the
respective directors, I as an actor was not
properly qualified to portray the character,
or characters for which I auditioned. How-
ever, after sitting through hours of auditions
and callbacks, being rejected by the same
group of peers time and time again, it is
difficult to discern whether or not Iwas truly
being treated fairly. If it is fair to be held for
several different productions to the same
casting biases, preconceptions, and conven-
tions held by a small group of students then
yes, Ihave been treated fairly. Ifnot, Iwould
like to suggest an alternative system which
would hopefully promote a more equitable
casting procedure. If at the beginning of the
dramatic season, a Faculty member were ap-
pointed as Casting Director for all KCDC
student directed productions, and a Faculty
Advisor was taken on in the same capacity
for G.R.E.A.T. productions, this would
eliminate inequities. The Casting Director
and Student Director would work in conjunc-
tion to develop unquestionably fair cast lists.
Undoubtedly, it has also been demon-
strated this year that it is possible to have a
student cast production that is free from bias
and politics, however, these three produc-
tions specifically did not fall into this ad-
mirable category.
Respectfully submitted,
Joshua Gordon '93
Lack of Support Sickens Student
To the Editor:
~t is no surprise that the Gulf situation is
instigating much debate; it is a necessary if
not rude awakening to the absolute and in-
tolerable apathy that this country has sunk
into. I find it appalling that it takes some-
thing with the magnitude of a war 10 wake
people up. However, what sickens me the
most is the dominant attitude that it is not
worth dying for your country anymore.
I remember questioning my father's deci-
sion to go to Vietnam. He said to me that
there were two things in life that he must do:
one was to serve his God, and the other was
t'? serve his country. He told me that his
country had given him the opportunity, pro-
vided he worked hard, for his family, his
home, and his life. For him to go to war was
not out of a desire to fight. It was a small
payback for tbe opp,ortunity his cdUntry h4d
given him to have everything that he loved.
He realized that freedom was not free.
Iam not an ardent and zealous patriot but
Ido love my country. All Iask is that those,
who over Christmas break are unwrapping
presents with their families next to the fire,
question what allows tliem to do so. Alii ask
is that those who are opposed to the war, to
question what allows them to have that op-
position.
To die for this country is not a sacrifice, it
is a privilege. How can it be a sacrifice if one
loves what they are dying for?
Michael Rutter
Gulf Action Needs Clear Exposition
To the Editor:
In response to Professor Lewis Hyde's re-
cent (Collegian December 6, 1990) solicita-
tion for student opinion, Iwelcome the op-
portunity to discuss my views on the merits,
legitimacy, and necessity of Operation Desert
Shield. I find it refreshing to place an issue of
national interest and international impor-
tance in the arena of campus discussion.
President Bush and Secretary of State
James Baker have done a superb job in
organizing an international coalition through
the auspices on the United Nation against
Saddam Hussein's invasion and looting of
Kuwait. This demonstration of consensus
building is the mark of effective leadership.
Yet, in spite of the unusual spectacle of the
United Nation's fortitude, divided domestic
opinion threatens to unravel an otherwise
convincing and potentially influential inter-
national coalition. Cries of "Hell no, we
won't go, we won't fight for Amoco!" can
now be heard across the United States.
This brings us to an area of ambiguity. Just
what is it that the United States should find
so compelling to necessuere the huge deploy-
ment of its armed forces into the political
quagmire that characterizes the region?
I would like to take a moment to review
what Ifed are the strongest arguments which
favor a strong coalition action, maybe even
force:
The free world has reveled in the apparent
victory of democratic vtrtues arising from the
fall of Communist government in Eastern
Europe. This well-earned celebration has
been cut short by the harsh reality that agres-
sion still exists in the world. Deterring the ad-
vantages of using aggression remains vital.
A diplomatic solution involving a peaceful
Iraqi pullout from Kuwait does not solve the
fundamental problem of whether piracy
pays. Certainly, the wanton invasion of a
wealthier country must not stand as a prece-
dent in the new post-Cold War international
order.
An economic blockade or diplomatic solu-
tion to the current crisis does not solve the in-
stability in the region created, in pan, by
disproportionate Iraqi military strength. It is
not enough to seek a return to the former (ie,
pre-invasion) status quo.
Having used chemical weapons on his own
people, Saddam Hussein is clearly not a man
who loses sleep over questions of morality.
This moral precedent takes on even more
see GULF pose eighl
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Kenyon Encounters Hacker's
By Beckl Miller
As editor of The Kenyon Review, Marilyn
Hacker has been a visible figure in the midst
of the magazine's controversial refusal of a
National Endowment for the Arts grant. But.
at her recent public reading, the community
gained another view of Hacker. Kenyon met
"Marilyn Hacker-not the editor. but the
poet," in the words of Professor David Lynn
who introduced her.
Laughingly, Hacker compared her work at
"The Review to the miracle of loaves and
fishes, "The more manuscripts you read, the
more they multiply." Then she read from her
own prolific writings which include six
volumes of poetry.
From her latest book. Going Back 10 the
River, Hacker began with the poem
"Elevens" which speaks of admiration of
another writer, James A. Wright. Hacker
described "'Elevens" and the following selec-
tion, "Country and Western II," as American
landscape poems. Turning to more of a his-
torical reminiscence, Hacker said that she
drew upon her own years as an undergrad-
uate student in writing "Njghts of 1962: The
River Merchant's Wife."
Hacker demonstrated her adroitness and
versatility amana poetic fonDS with '"Iva's
Pantoum" from an earlier book, Ttzking
Notice. She explained that the pantolDD is a
Malaysian poetic form that tIleS repetition of
certain lines and ends with the same line that
begins it. Read aloud, the interweavinl of
lines resulted in a dizzying music made of
lan&uaae instead of notes. The sound of the
poem matched the juxtaposition of images
within the poem such as "the girl in a plaid
dress upside-down on the monkey bars" and
"the bitch wolf [who) hunts and chews tor
you."
Drawing upon other experiences with her
daughter, Iva, Hacker delivered "Third
Snowfall" which is the comedy that results
when a mother and preschooler are snowed
in their home. Hacker afterward claimed, "I
really didn't write that one, I just took it
down." The laughter that filled Peirce
Lounge was testimony to Hacker's ability to
"just take down" some experiences, like
motherhood, so that others readily identify
with tbem.
Hacker was able to communicate through
her writings what have been considered more
mlU'linal subjects as well. She read from
Love, Detzth ond 1M CluUlging of the
Seawns which concerns the love afrair be-
tween two women of different qcs. The most
intense ncerp1 of this work read by Hacker
were seven sonnets entitled "Eiaht Days in
April." They describe the consummation of
the love affair and use the terms of an or-
thodox Jewish wedc:Uns ceranony, such as
breakin& a aIass and displaying a bloodstain-
ed sheet. Pan of this segment's intensity is
derived from Hacker's use of Ianaua&c usual-
ly applied to heterosexual affairs within the
context of this lesbian relationship. J.ansuaIe
about the weddins traditions or the phrase
"lot laid" are chanaed and are charpd with a
certain tension in tbis new context.
Hacker compared writing this lonl fiction
work in sonnets. rather than prose. to"mak·
Zuckert Opens New Arena of Debate
By Mlcbael Rutter
The snow pleached t:rees. and boot and hat
weather was responsible for the sparse
sprinkling of students at Michael Zuckert's
lecture on December 4. The entire political
science department however, showed up in
fuJI force to listen "to Zucken's exptiction
(one in a series of Jobo Locke) on what he
dubbed the "Ferocious Orotius". His lecture
was in honor of Kenyon's Robert Horwitz
who had an ardent interest in Locke's views
on natural law. Zuckert, a well-lauded pr0-
fessor of political science at Carleton, also
presented the department with an unfinished
manuscript on John Locke by Horwitz.
Zucken's lecture was incredibly esoteric,
dealing with the often overlooked. yet in-
credibly inftuential Hugo Grotius. Orotius,
the father of intemational law, to Zuekcrt,
offered the neccuary medium to explain John
Locke's annihilation of natural law; a subject
whose strict orthodoxy had dominated much,
if not all, prior political thOUJht.
Natural law is based on the pbiloIopbical
dictate that fundamental standards of
morality exist as decreed by God; this
premise" was personified by the works of
l)omas Aqninas. Despite its orthodox
nature, the 17th century-a time of social.
politfcal, and moral upheaval-allowed
Orotius the opportunity (for which he was
later thrown in jail) to sUPlJOSCa contrary
thesis. Grotius entertained the possibility that
naturalla"" could exist with or without God;
the mere hint of atheism in a time of such
religious dictatonbij) obviously squelched
any meanin&ful rcpen:uuions of his theory.
Locke, therefore. ira Zuckert's mind. used
the theory of Orotiua covertly. PlaartiDa a
direct opposition to the oblitltorY re-
quirements it fostered in rcIatioD to llOdII
and _ iuua. LocIlebaOd bIs,.-
on a simple look at the eDVIroRmertt. He udcI
that the strict dictates of nalurallaw were Dot
ncceosarily .- by society. Previously.
Aquinas, holdinB the dominant orthodox in-
terpretation, proved natural law by time
suppositions that in his mind could not be ex-
plained any other way. The three were a
human's inclination of self preservatian, a
human's inclination to propagate to insure
the survival of the race, and a human's in-
clination to usc reason. In Locke's mind these
notions jeopardized peace and.caused ill for
society. He thought the only one with validity
was the third: a human's inclination to
reason. Locke questioned thc
knowledle ability of natural law, and claimed
thai if it did exist that God would have to be
indispensible in its development. What
human, he said, if God was fictitious. would
create such a cruel world and subject himself
to a limited existence. His Iinal conclusion
wu that natural law did not exist.
Because of the times. Locke consistently
made references to God in his work while at
the same time undermined his existence and
the existence of natural law. Orotius pve
Locke. along witb clIanJing the societal and
poUtiall environment, the impetus to build
his argument which is reflected in modem
19th century liberalism, and more and impor-
tantly in our very own Declaration of In·
dependence. Locke reflected a more self-
motivated social attitude free from the
burden of natural dictates.
Zuckert's lecture was subjected to the
onslaUJ,ht of the Political Science Depart-
ment and the other members of the audience
allerwllrds. Theyq_ if 0r0tIus bad
any e«eetivc role at aU in the shift, and if
Locke wu merely a deia or UDitIrian ratbcr
!baD .. llIhaiIl. If ooytbioa, bIs lecture~",,,,,,,,,~of-'
ood''-' _ to tile _ of tile or-
......., of ....... low iJdo1BOCllrllily. OlIO
of • more IilM:IaI coateXt.
Humor, Intensity as Poet
ing a movie with words." She said it aUowed
her "to pan out and flash in ... to make those
fortuitous jumps from scene to scene without
writing those transition paragraphs about
what happened in between."
•
Formerly residing in Paris and New York,
Hacker read poems in which the setting swit-
ches back and forth from France to the U.S.
But Hacker remained fast in her control of
memorable visual images. such as the blind
woman's violence in "Two Cities" and a
young girl's black patent leather shoes in the
winter rain from "Days of 1944: Three
Friends." Hacker's writing itself passes be-
tween the nations as it is translated into
French. In "For Jean Migrcnne," Hacker
lauds the translator for communicating im-
portant rituals into new laniuagcs. En-
countering Hacker's writing reminds us that
it is the poet who first translates the rituals of
life into language.
As the title of her latest book suggests and
as she does in some of her poems Hacker
ended where she began, to read again from
Going Back 10 the River. She ended with
"Against Silence" a poem that she read for
the first time ever aloud.
Hacker's reading was excellent. but it was
probably more enjoyed by those who
previously read her work. Some of the
writing can be complicated and simply merits
more than one perusal. Some of Hacker's in-
tricacies of language couJd be missed if only
heard. One example is the repetition of the
last line of I in "Eight Days in April" to the
first line of II. The fonner reads "Moonset
and sunrise in your lion's mane," while the se-
cond is "Moons set and suns rise in your
lion's mane." Such subtleties of Hacker's
poetry should not be skipped, but savored.
Musical Weekend Proves Delightful
By Su.&unc Lyon
This past weekend was the first opponuni-
ty for three of the Kenyon community's
musical groups to display their Wcots. On
Saturday night, the Kenyoa Community
Choir and the Kenyon CoUqe Olamber
Sinacrs. both under the direction of Ben-
jamin Locke, joined together for a ecneet.
1be two groups, each comprised of about
fifty voices. saD& a wide variety of IOI1IS from
dilfcrent time periods. RapMel Biran OR
violin and Laura oarretton on vioJincello
were noteWOrthy for their ace:ompanimcnt or
lleothQ'vl!lt's 0 Swi/Ifj GIlIder 'iii -..,.
Boa' with il\e CorIimunit1 Choir. Also ex-
cdIaU ... theCholfi clomoa ...... Soon Ah
Win Be DoM, ahanpd by William L.
Da......
The Clamber Sin&en imprcued the lW-
dience with their well-balanced performance
of mooy _ ......... and wKIoIy_-
ried pieces. Darius Milbaud's beautiful
Nois.JGnce de Venus was a contrut to NOt-
man Dincrstein's Haiku poem. to music.
FroI«11001 Compn;ng. Vonnie Lynn's 801.0
in EgU Hovland's JetU$tIlem was uccIlent. as
were the solos by FJ1zabc:t.h Kintz and Ed-
ward Curtis in the JOIpeI tune Ride tile
Cfwriot .......... by William Hcmy SmiIb.
Sunday niabt's concert by the Kenyon Jazz
Ensemble, aIthoulh not as wdl attended. was
abo a success. The Ensemble, direded by
Rick Brunetto, was made up of trumpets Ted.
Buehrer, Oabriel AIepia. Andrew FoWCD-
_. and BtiuI Gray. ,.... _ J_
E....... ouopb .... Pdu_._
Slack. and DaDieI smith. <:IarIDet am..-
topber MIaett. piaDG KeD BwI01' ..... bMI
Mike Yooab. oodem- Todd kIillc.1loo
ensemble blended well and aave some ..
celIent renditions of dIIIic bi& bind hIIMlI
_<de<! by the Count _ and Buddy IlitIb
Iland&. The rhythm _ .... JOIld
tht<iuahout. but _ ood DIIe
distinluistwJ. tbemIdva furtber witIa ..
cellatt solos, as did.r.u.ett. TIle paop ......
se1ect1oD was well thD;lell with pi
DIIOy )au styles.
~"''''c:otJI'ONrI'I'''''''''Merry Christmas
"Down The AIrIy By 1'Iaf'oIt
Gambler
This Coupon Entitles The ~
35% Off;:
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Rage Helps Fight Against AIDS
By Amy Kover
"It gave people a way to feel like they were
helping because they gave money to
research" stated Leslie Werthamer about the
House Of Rage, a campus wide AIDS benefit
which took place on Friday, November 30.
The benefit included a performance art piece
and a dance.' The event was able to raise
$1400 which will be donated to AIDS
research.
The performing arts piece was created by
seniors, Kelly Schneider and Ken
Bugomaster. The piece included video,
slide projection, music, dance and a
monologue. Instead of showing the horror of
the disease, the performance was supposed to
convey a more positive outlook. "The perfor-
mance was trying to tell us that there is hope"
said one member of the House of Rage,
Jessica Dorfman. The dance following the
piece was modeled after a dance club, in-
cluding lighting effects and House music.
Overall the benefit was considered to be ex-
tremely successful. "We were hoping for
something wonderful and we gal it." com-
mented Nick Nicholson, another member of
the House of Rage. The committee was also
seusned with the diverse sroup of students
that attended the event. Nicholson stated,
"We were incedibly impressed and grateful to
the students. They were willing to shell out
fourteen-hundred bucks and for a campus
that is so divided on so many different issues
this says a lot."
The House of Rage is a group of eleven
that came into being specifically .to raise
money for AIDS research. The group wants
to increase awareness among the Kenyon stu-
dent body. Because eight of the eleven
members are seniors, the group hopes that
the AIDS benefit will continue as an annual
tradition at Kenyon. Dorfman emphasized
this when she said, "We want Kenyon to keep
doing this until there is a cure, make it an
event of spirit, fun and banding together."
The House of Rage coincided with a
number of other AIDS awareness type pro-
grams. Larry Wittenbrook, a Kenyon Alum-
ni with AIDS, spoke to students on Thurs-.
day, November 29. The national "Day'
Without Art" was Saturday, December I and
the Visual Arts club displayed their work at
the benefit. The Pro-choice committee and
the AIDS awareness committee (not con-
nected with the House of Rage) passed out
condoms in the dining halls.
Xmas Movie Previews
By John Roman
Once again it's time to present a preview of one of America's, eh, grandest traditions,
the Christmas movie season. In an effort to capitalize on the wild spending frenzy of the
season, filmmakers have released anything and everything from their summer libraries.
Some are worthwhile cinematic ventures, some are touching Christmas tales, some are
garbage, and some are just trying to met the Oscar Award's deadlines. In the interest of
. community service, the Collegian presents a somewhat convoluted attempt at separating
the good from the bad and ugly, without actually having viewed any of them.
The Rookie: Oint Eastwood directing a flick with a mismatched cop theme and lots of
gratuitous violence. Merry Christmas. 'Nulf said.
Come See the Paradise: Very serious. This is nOI Do Derek frolicking on the surf.
Edward Scissorshands: Wait, check it out. A guy with scissors for hands tries to eat piz-
zas. It's a laugh rial.
The Russia House: A John LeCarre book turned into a Michelle Pfeiffer movie. There's
no way to beat that.
Almost an Angel: Crocodile "Dundee" with fluffy wings. No thanks.
Kingergartfm Cop: It gets good reviews, but Arnold Schwarzenneger doing comedy is a
little tough to swallow (remember Predator when Arnold swallows the sun?)
The Sheltering Sky: "Expatriates under the guiding hand of Bernardo Bertolucci."
What the hell does that mean?
Bonflre ef the Vanities:Yeah, they changed some characters and the ending, but it's still
based on a wonderful American value-yuppie-hating.
Havana: If you liked Out of A/riCO you'll like this. If you like to have fun, you won't.
Awakening: Robin Williams in a movie written by a psychiatrist. Sounds appropriate.
Mermaids: a lot more like Sleel Magnolias than the Little Mermaid, but who cares.
This'll drive you to the boule in search of a little Christmas cheer.
Scenes From a Mall: Woody Allen and Bette Midler shop for Christmas. Oh joy.
Godfalher Part 11/: I predict long lines and only moderate entertainment.
Once Around: The reviews say it's charming so take Grandma.
Three Men and a lillie Lady: Yes, the cheese factor will be high, but it's supposed to be
pretty good.
Look Wh03 Talking Too: Against my better judgment, I liked the first one, except the
ending. This is more pap and less sap so it should be better.
The Admissions Office would like to thank those members of the community (stu-
dents, faculty, staff and administration) who have volunteered their time to take an ec-
live role inKenyon College's efforts to diversify the institution culturally, ethnically and
racially. Your continued assistance is needed and appreciated, as it will only be through
tho coming together of the Kenyon community that the College will achieve success.
Thanks again. Happy Holidays!
Changing Faces of Kenyon
What do you think or the yearbook?
MatL ..
It's nice that it's free, but there's not much
more in there than Senior pictures.
photo by Kalie Keating
Andrew Puchner '92
h'sO.K.
'lUff.
John Stinson '92
I tried to get one three 01' four times, but the
Reveille Office was always closed
MLK Week Highlights
The MLK Week planning committee has scheduled a week long celebration honoring
the late Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. The celebration begins immediately after winter
vacation. A variety of events are confirmed and a few are still being planned. Below is a
tentative schedule of events:
Tuesday, I/IS RAP forum
Wednesday, 1/16 Candlelight March & MLK Address by Dr. Abalos
Thursday, 1/17 MLK Convocation with Lerone Bennett
Recital with Central State Gospel Choir
MLK Ball with jazz band
Celebration of the Dream Performances
Spike Lee's "Mo' Better Blues"
Ecumenical Service
Film: "A Dry White Season" and discussion
Friday, 1/18
Saturday, 1/19
Sunday, 1/20
The planning committee looks forward to the best MLK Week ever and encourages the
entire Kenyon community to participate. A complete schedule of events will be waiting
for you when you return from vacation.
RAP to Expand Second Semester
RAP successfully completed its first semester on Wednesday, December 10. Topics
covered this semester included: what is racism, stereotypes, what's your tradition and
racism at Kenyon. An average of thirty-six students attended each RAP session and
eighty two percent of the students felt that the program was valuable and should be con-
tinued.
RAP looks forward to another challenging semester that will include topics such as
affirmative action, interracial dating, racism in the media and Black studies. RAP will
do a special forum during Martin Luther King Week in January on the philosophy of
dealing with racism. The forum will allow students to examine the philosophies of the
great civil rights leader King and Malcolm X.
RAP welcomes then the new facilitators for spring semester: Neil Carlson, Mike Or-
wick, Tamara Parson, Katie Sapadin and Rani Woodard. They will join current
facilitators: Melissa CIarry, Kelley Coleman, Westy Faison, Matt Gladue, patrick Jones
and Jason Rhodes. Matt Gladue will be the RAP coordinator next semester; Neil Car-
son will be the outreach coordinator and Tamara Parson is the publicity coordinator.
RAP would like to encourage old and new participants for the proaram next semester
and remind the community that RAP is for everyoine. Como lcam witb us in 911
Submilted by RAP advisor 0... CoIIioIr
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Timmy the Dog Features Fools
By Peter T.O. Mecldlck
Tomorrow night brings the opening of
former member of Fools on the Hill, Martin
Dockery's Timmy, the Dog. Disappears. to
the Hill theatre, The production brings
together the comedic talents of six members
of Fools, and guarantees a good laugh.
Six members of Fools, unbelievable, but
true. The entire troupe was pr~ by dircc- ..
tor Nellie Kunzman, a Fool herself. The pro-
ject was originally an independent undertak-
ing; hence, the reason the play was pre-cast.
The cast of seven includes Adam Davis
(Jason), Sarah Phemiliter (Shauna), Tony
"Travolta" Barnes (Dad), and Jordan Reed
(Fred), all Fools, respectively. Dana Harrison
(Mom). David Thiele (Bob), and Jamie
Griffith (Officer Houston) round out the rest
of the cast.
The play revolves around a very odd fami-
ly. Each member is totally and completely
consumed by their love for another member.
For instance, Shauna is in love with her
brother, Jason; Jason is in love with Mom,
etc. Secondly, Dad works for a bomb shelter
manufacturer. Because of this he's half deaf,
and has a difficult time understanding what
anyone is saying.
Of course, then there is the purple-door
closet. But to explain this would ruin the fun.
For the Friday and Saturday nights before
finals, this is the best study break ODe could
ask for. This gem is an excellent play that
should not be missed. Although raued
around the edges, the production does not try
to overstep its boundaries, and remains a lit-
tie more than mindless. If there is any con-
cern that this production is nothing more
than a Fools show with a plot, put your wor-
ries to rest. It is a solid production of a
straisht comedy that pulls itself up by its
bootstraps and gives a little light to the
dismal overtone of the upcoming week.
Most notably in the production are Barns,
Reed, Davis, and Griffith. Barns, as the
father, plays the role to its full potential; a
screamina, deaf, duck-butted, beer-bellied,
cheese-ball of a father, who lusts after his
daughter. What more could you ask for?
Dad's fellow employee, Fred (Ilccd), is equal-
ly as funny as the decrepit, depressed, and
doWD~hearted friend of the family. Davis has
got the hair. Enoup said. Griffith, who
enters later in the production, brinp another
strong performance to the stage, which
panillels tbat of his Gondoliers debut.
Strange as it may be, I highly recommend
this play. Perhaps it's due to academic burn-
out that this play has such appeal. But then
again at the end of the semester, who wants
to think.
Battle of the Bands Benefits APSO
By Kate Brentzel
Tbc.f"""" ~ Bottlo .£.lbo-Band. ,,;u
take place on Deoemlxr I~ fi'Iom nine till
midnight in the Quod Commons game room.
Sponsored by APoo, the Appalachian Peo-
ple's Service Association; this year's competi-
tion will feature four campus bands: Alexis,
The Skeeterhawks, the New Consensus, and
Ted's Revenge.
Each band will play for about fony-five
minutes. They'll be adjudicated by three
judges-Professor Leccese, Dean Bradley,
and Jane Wemhoener, Director of
off-campus studies. Whichever band really
gets the crowd going will be proclaimed the
winner and will play at Summer Send-off.
Kristin Giantris, the co..ordinator of
APSO, was respolISi'blefor organizing the Battle
of the Bands. She's hopina for a good-sized
crowd this year. AU the proceeds from the
one doUar admission cost will SO towards
APoo's work in the Apalachian mountains.
..It's the last day of classes and people might
want to blow off a little bit of steam," said
Oiantris. She said that Ihcir aim wu to have
bands which would play music that people
would get up and dance to. "I think it's all
dance music. That was our goal. We really
want a lot of people to come and dance," said
Giantrls.
The Battle of the Bands is one of several
APSO fund-raisers. They are also selling
Holiday gift bags, and they're organizing a
lobster dinner sometime next semester.
+Amerlca.nRedCross
Political
F1qeUation: NEA Debate Crais/Short Debate
Residence: PJ's A IIMather
Letdown: Collegian Robitussin
Movie: Flatliner's GhoK
Rcoycling, Term Papers Cigarette Butts
Spans Team: Men's Soccer Spans Editon
New Comic Strip: Wigin's Street Joe Kenyon
New Idea: Winterfest Smoking Policy
Old Idea, Beer Trucks at Senior Week Comp's
Moment at Kenyon: Ccmmencenent Matriculation
Places to 80 after
. Graduation: West Middle East •
Ftlm Sequels: Fantasia Rock ...
Lies: "Trust me" "I'm Sorry"
Birthday Presents: Tatoo Rusty Nail
Cigarette: Camel Filters BuckslNew Camel Ultra
Lights
Pro Football Team: Redskins Rest of the Nonheast
Bargains: Newscope Ads Kenyon Education
Pub Crawl: High Sueet. Wiggin Street
'Newsecpe Ads: Old lady with stolen
reflectors "Come to Norton, We'l
buy"
Oesisoated "week": Senior Week Alcohol Awareness Week
Ile<" Anything on Mike
Chambers Tab Anything on my tab
CoII9Um Editorial: Next Week's Last Week's
Parental Mistake: Credit Cards Conception
Anticipeaed Event: _ at Spri ... IUot I'eIR'*Y
Pick-up Line: "Come over, We're Having a
Party" "Gee, Those are Great
Eaniogs ••• • ,
Weekly Publication:
Collegian Administration Anti.Drug
Pamphlet
Business Contact: Alex Novak Editoriol Ilo8rd
Best and Worst of Kenyon 1990
Once again, the Collegian is proud to present the best, and wont of Kenyon in 1990
Views reflected in this ankle do not necessarily reflect anyone's opininion.
Best Wont
X-teodolTaco {HieD "prizey" Pattie Melt's
"Pany Uke a Rock Star" "Pirate"
"[)ear" "[)ork"
Ik's New YearlWed. night Homecoming Festival
at Cub 6
Food,
Phrase:
Nickname:
Party:
What Should Have Put Kenyon on the Map: NEA Controversy
What Will Pul Kenyon on the Map: Bob Voth
From our family to your family, the CoJlqi4n wishes you and yOurs a very MCIlf
Christmas, a happy Hanukah, a happy New Year, a long bout of setf-pityiq deI:....
sion, a nice break or whatever else Boats yOUrboat.
"IMAlII' Jll'R£ET __
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Second-half surge, Alcorn's treys lead Lords to 81-65 win
By John Cooney
, '
On Saturday the' Lords defeated Wash-
ington and Jefferson 81-65 to raise their
record to 5-1. The most impressive aspect of
the game was how unimpressive the Lords
looked in victory.
Most ordinary teams are capable of winn-
ing games when they are playing their best,
when their shots are falling, when the breaks
are going their way. But the good teams are
able to win on the bad days, when they are a
little off their game and the shots aren't going
in.
The Lords experienced such a game against
Washington and Jefferson. In the first half,
the Lords looked worse than the participants
in the half time free throw shoot out. The
outside shooting was off and lay-ups were
missed, yet the Lords still led a team with a
4-1 record by a point at the half.
The Lords halftime lead was a credit to one
of the underrated areas of the team. The
Lords are now known for their offensive
fireworks, but Saturday they demonstrated
their prowess in a more reliable aspect of the
game, defense.
The Lords new 1-3-1 defense is one which
most teams are unaccustomed to, and they
have been unable to make the necessary ad-
justments. On the season the Lords are
holding opponents to 42% shooting, the
third lowest percentage in the NCAC.
Washington and Jefferson was even more
tepid, shooting a lowly 361170from the field.
In addition, the Lords held the Presidents'
two leading scorers to a combined four
points.
Andy Kutz credits the victory to the team's
defensive effort. We only played well offen-
sively for one half, but the defense was there
the whole game. We showed we can beat
teams in other ways," commented Kutz.
Another key teeter in the Lords halftime
lead was the spark provided off the bench by
J.M. Berthoud and Jeff Pfriem. Berthoud
was one of the few Lords connecting offen-
sively in the first half.
Berthoud has combined with B.J. Kenyon
and Mati Alcorn to give the Lords a deadly
tnfecta trio. The Lords lead the conference in
a 3-point shooting as a team (48%), while
Berthoud leads the ~CAC individually, con-
necting on 54'10 of his attempts.
Rying FreJ'hmon: J.M. Berthoud goes oirlJome in Jag ~ fP11e agairnt w~ and~. lhe Lotrf's
/OUI1h romalIIiw win. photo by Er;('h W"lul
Actually, the hottest 3-point shooter is
Kevin Mills, the recently named soccer A11-
American. Mills, equally adept with all parts
of his body, is shooting a blistering 670/0
from behind the three point land, but he is
two three point shots away from qualifying
for the category.
Pfricm came into the game in the middle of
the first half and did the things that often go
unnoticed but give the team a big boost. In
one sequence, Pfricm made two free throws,
Kenyon in third place after fall sports
ColJ.ltJn Sports Staff
Kenyon College completed its fall schedule
in third place in the NCAC AII-Spons Race
with 41.0 points. Ohio Wesleyan and
Allegheny finished ahead of the Lords and
Ladies with 47.0 and 44.0 points respectively.
The All-Sports Race is a year-round com-
petition involving the nine NCAC schools. It
assigns point values for each position in the
conference standings, starting with nine
points for first, eigbt for second, seven for
third, and continuing down to the last place
team, which gets one point.
Ohio Wesleyan used five top-three finishes
to jump into the early lead. Its conference
crown in field hockey and a share of the
women's soccer crown sparked the Battling
Biships.
AIleaheny"s titles in football and cross
country helped the Oators to the second spot.
Allegheny's football team went on to capture
the Division III football championship this
pUt Saturday in Bradenton, florida· oyer
another Pennsylvania team, Lycoming, 21-14
in a thrillIna overtime proe.
Kenyon was followed closely by Denison
with 4O.S points and Wooster, which totaled
39.5 points. Wittenberg, Oberlin, Earlham,
and Case Reserve were sixth through ninth to
round out the NCAC.
Kenyon was essentially even across the
board, with both one men's and one women's
sport placing very high in the NCAC.
The Lords were led by the soccer team,
which won the NCAC this fall and went on to
the nanonal tournament.
The Ladies' cross country team came in se-
cond in the conference, and had two of its
runners go on to nationals, Kara Berghold
and Kelly Wilder.
No Kenyon tearn finished worse than fifth
in its standings.
The Lords accumulated 19 points in three
spans (a 6.33 average) and the Ladies gained
22 points in four sports (5.50).
The AIl-5pons Race will now move into
the winter phase, and with an improving
basket ball team under head coach Bill
Brown, and continued success on the indoor
track circuit for both men and women, Ken-
yon looks to be in good position to make a
mid~year move.
Oh Yeah, and there's that swim team, too.
I
forced a turnover at the other end, and then
made a beautiful entry pass to B.J. Kenyon
for the layup.
The Lords are too strong a team to struggle
offensively for any length of time, so
Washington and Jefferson must have been
wary about what the second half had to offer.
The Lords went into the lockerroom know-
ing that the first half had not been Kenyon
basketball.
Says Kenyon, "We played their style in the
first half. We didn't push the hal upcourt. In
the second half we got back to our style." •
The Lords were a completely different
team in the second half. After falling behind
3S-34, the Lords quickly hit two 3-point
shots, one by Devin Oddo and one by Matt
Alcorn. The two shots were the start of a 14-0
run which put the Lords up 48·35. The
Presidents would never threaten the Lords
again.
One of the differences in this year's club is
that once a team falls behind, the Lords do
not let them back into the game.
"Last year," said Kenyon, "we would start
slowly and spent all our energy catching up.
This year we are getting off to a good stan at
the beginning of the game, so once we get a
lead it is easier to extend it."
Alcorn led Kenyon scorers with twenty
points, including six 3-pointers. He now leads
the NCAC in 3-point field goals made, and he
is fourth in accuracy. Amazingly, Alcorn has
made more three point field goals than any
tearn in the conference except Wittenberg
and Allegheny. Alcorn also ranks sixth in the
NCAC with a scoring average of 18.2 points
per game.
Right behind Alcorn in the scoring column
were Kutz (19 points), and Kenyon (14).
Kutz made six of seven shots from the lield
and seven of seven free throws, keeping him
among the league's top shooters. His 69%
field goal percentage gives him a share of the
NCAC lead, while his 8St1o free throw
shooting is good for fifth. Kutz is also among
the league leaders in scoring (10th at 17.7),
rebounding (Sth, 8.3), and blocked shots
(3n!, 2,0),
Kenyon led the charge for the Lords in the
second half, hitting for 12 of his 14 points.
Kenyon also ranks among the NCAC leaders.
His scoring average of 15 points a game puts
him 12th in conference, while his 8.2 re-
bounds a game is eight best in conference.
Kenyon also leads the Lords in assists.
If Kenyon wants to run, they have to re-
bound first which they usually do.
Washington and Jefferson was yet another
team unable to penetrate the Lords boards.
KUll, Kenyon, and Oddo have thus far pro-
ven to be the best rebounding front line in the
NCAC. OdeIo is also among the leaders in re-
bounding. His 8.3 boards per game ties him
for fourth in the conference with Kutz.
Against W&J, KUlZ grabbed nine re-
bounds, Oddo eight and Kenyon seven.
Alcorn also swooped out of the backcourt to
grab eight rebounds.
The Lords are home Saturday against
Bethany. After that they playa heavy holiday
schedule before enrering league play. The
NCAC looks like one of the premiere con-
ferences this year. The top six teams have
combined for a 29-7 record. The Lords will
face a very demanding schedule in the up-
coming months, but they have already
demonstrated they are capable of winning
under any circumstances.
"New" 1M. 's take root at Kenyon
By Chril MUDlter
There has been a strong effort from new
Athletic Director Robert Bunnell, Assistant
Basketball coach and Intramural Director
Craig Meese, Assistant Soccer and Lacrosse
coach Randy Mercer, and Student Advisor
Rob Sharrer to make the Intramural program
more accessible to the students of Kenyon
College so far this year.
The messages about Intramurals are get-
ting out loud and clear, but are the messages
being well-received by the student body'?
"There is a plan here," insisted Bunnell,
who is trying to revive an intramural program
and to "establish a tradition, one that hasn't
existed. "
The plan includes not oniy intramural
events, but rccreational activities as well.
The new plan has been an aaaressive one,
in which a "Rec Report" is made up by Meese
that outlines the week in review for the in-
tramural activities and a preview of the Up"
coming events. These bulletins are available
in Peirce Hall and Gund Commons regularly.
Earlier in the year, Intramural Outlines were
on every table in Peirce, in view of most of
the student body.
Flyers announcing I.M.'s were, and con-
tinue to be, pUI up on every bulletin board on
campus. The Athletic Department is purchas-
ing a bulletin board in the Bookstore ex-
clusively for the Intramural program.
The members coordinating the I.M.'s
(Bunnell, Meese, Mercer, Sharrer) get
together every week at I p.m. in Bunnell's of-
fice to discuss how the program is faring and
improvements that can be made.
"We welcome more participation in
meetings," said Bunnell. "We need their in-
put." 'Their' Is referring to the student body,
at whom the program is directed. He par-
ticularly cited women, for as it now stands
the meetinp arc being attended exclUliveiy
by men. Bunnell is showing that his effort at
establishing a strona I.M. tradition at Ken-
Sff! INTRAMVRALS P'I'P wmJ
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Collegian Wishes Kenyon Athletes a Merry Christmas!!
Gordo, seccter, and Lemo.
"Off the Hill" Goes Shark Fishing
Tarkanian specifl.ca1ly.The NCAA watched
as UNLV took a legal route to cbalIenging
the NCAA's right to reprimand a coach at a
state institution when being deah with by a
government body, as tbey argued the NCAA
was. Tarkanian cried foul; he insisted that he
wasn't liven his due ~ of a fair trial.
The NCAA. acting as a government body,
hadn't acted in a lawful manner. Tarkanian
had been found of personally violating
recruiting rules, falsifying information, and
attempting to impede the NCAA's investiga-
lion. And this man was talking about con-
stitutional rights?
So for 13 years, the court order restricting
the university's ability to follow the NCAA
order to suspend the Shark held up in the
Nevada courts. When the case finally made it
out of the land of siD, the U.S. Supreme
Court upheld the NCAA's riaht to administer
nothin& short of justice by lifting the injunc-
tion in favor of Tarkanian.
One thiDa leads to another. and UNL V
whips Duke in last year's final, so bad that
everyone already pcnci1led the Rwmin'
Rebels in for this year's pme before 1990was
through. For the NCAA, it was like Pete
Rozell having to hand AI Davis the Lombardi
Trophy in 1983. However. the NCAA would
have the last laugh, said the media. They had
the last word, but not the last laugh.
The NCAA ruled that the Runnin' Rebels
would have to sit out this yeafs tournament,
until undlaracteristiea11Y revenin& the deci-
sion on November 29tb,1ettina the Rebels sit
out 1992's tournament and not appearioJ on
television in '92 as well. h made the universlty
.......... Robert Muson decide' bet..-
havina 00 television or DOTn for this yean
.......... 1. The replY Cllnle ill lIUrty
second •.
,. SHARK. ~ tight
Here goes another one of those "it's that
time of the year again" columns that centers
around the whole holiday cheer, sensitive be-
good-to-your-fellow·man messages. Here in
the sports pages, we can't promise thal,
because every year someone hates what we
get- him and her (no discrimination) for
Christmas. In the past. you could have blamed
Lembo, but he's not here anymore. So
we'Ugive you the ammo you need now by in-
sisting that Gordo (sounds like Lomec,
anyway) is the man at the complaint depart-
ment.
Without further ado. we present the third
annual Christmas Wish List for Kenyon
Athletes:
Coach Pilger-No cavities and a suc-
cessful Hip to the dentist. Kevin
Mm........Another answering machine. Mike
Putnam-A black book. Jeff Dawson-a
shot at Evander Holyfield. Joe YOUDI-
blood-A bike.
Kara Ber8bold-Some competition or a
run for the roses. Coach OoDIez-Bergbold's
four younger sisters. Mark Vacha-An elec-
tric razor, manufactured by Remington.
Scott Jarrett-His very own harem. and for
all those skirts he is going to wear in
Scotland, you better throw in another Rem-
ington. Gordon Center-The creation of the
Center Center for Men, built right next to •.•
The Cros. Country Team-A steroid-free
season.
Andy Kutz-A bag of CheelOS and
Nimendo. Jeff Pfreim - Some roommates he
can beal up. J.M. Bertboud-Some people
1.0 act out his Bab)' Dr&m!ll!la)'S.
Erin Helntzelmann-A rema~ch with the
By Cbrls Munster
The NCAA figured it would get a jump on
SL Nicholas this year by bringing good will
and joy to some deserving party earlier than
the traditional December 25th. Somewhere
along the line, the message to be delivered got
botched up, though.
A couple of weeks ago, the NCAA went
back on its word and allowed UNL V (Uni-
versity of Nevada Limitless Violations) a
chance· to defend its collegiate basketball
championship in the 1991 NCAA tourna-
ment.
Despite having declared in July that UNLV
was barred from this year's tournament for
not living up to a past sanction in its entirety
(the suspension of head coach Jerry Tarka-
nian), the Infractions Committee pve a big
ho, ho, ho to UNLV's beloved "Tark the
Shark." Isn't that nice of the NCAA? They
let those poor, innocent childrea, actUll1y
young men, that perform for Tarkanian (for
much more than peanuts) like Larry Johnson
and Stacey Augmon have their hoUday wish:
just the morsel of March Madness they feel
they need to win back·to-back titles for the
first time since 1972-73.
It sounds great, but the fact is that Tarka-
nian doesn't deserve it and therefore neither
does UNL V. Further than that, the NCAA
should do it right this time and figure out a
way to rid itself of this two..fim.e, soon-to-be
three-time violator of NCAA conduct.
For the first time in 13 years, the NCAA
finally had the momentum, and the judicial
ball in its court. Instead of serving up 8ft
Unreturnable smash, it sent I lob of I com-
promise over the Tarkanian and UNL V, ODe
they most bapplly acc:eptcd.
In 1977, UNLV was accused ef 38 rules
Violations. 10 of wtddt were dim.1:ed at
men's lacrosse team in field hOCkey. ThiS person around for his junior and senior (blackouts) please. J.K. Falan-He can
time, a full-contact affair. Katie Bellar-A years to play in the nets. And as always, a alternate with Ralph. Same condition ap-
quieter laugh. MesaD O'Connell-Next trip new ice rink, a conditioning program and plies. Phil Wilson_Kenyon's first male
home, a note from your mom. Mar,at Mor- some fans. The Crew Team-A lake and a aerobic instructor. Coach Mercer-Many
riaon-A gag, she didn't get the first one. boat. Don't worry Dawnie Thomas, we're visits to see Amy, l.mean, Trainer Runkle.
The Field Hockey Team-A reporter who getting to you. Men')' Christmas, Donald Wyman Tbomas-
goes to their games. Peter Kotcheo-An I.M. sport without an PbUDps (aaaln) -A successful presentation
The Beta. (or the Football Team, .... e official and an I.M. league without the of his latest play, Ward and the Four Night
thin.)-A chance to play Allegheny again. Fighting FilZlibbons in it. Crail PlerlOD-A Visitors. Same plot as the original, but throw
Tom. LonlO and Bill Lockwood-Let's see. Beare of a tyme in Januere, and rede your· in another, yet unexpected guest, named'
The Heisman didn't work out, and neither Chaucer, will ye? Mike SwlllltOn-A sequel Mayer. Gold, frankenscence and myrrh is
did the deals for pasta endorsements. That to last year's "A Dollar and A Dream" pro- broutht, and some other treasure of a
8anker position didn't go over very well motion. Chuck. Mellowes-What else, creamy white variety is brouatu by too.
either. Lockwood better start workina on Southern Comfort? Coach Steen-A season Someone blows the big line and lIIl)'S. "Some-
Lonao's stint in the WLAF or the CFL. Good on the brink. thiDs Michy is aoing on here." This play just
luck. Mike Menle~ argument-free RORer Colsoo-A better start each mom- gushes with excitement.
euchre game. lng. lalOD 8ertIeh-The career record for Alum.ni-Le8er, Jennings, Olson, and
Men's RUlby Team-Bob and Ethan, the doubles and a shot at the Heisman. Joah someone else is throwing a party in D.C. for
two-man lollipop auild, come back from Webber-The career record for doubles. New Year's. Some guests, perhaps. Lomba
New Zealand with native dances and spiritual Head Coach Bunnell-Ten doeen more has the money for the plane ticket (S5OO), but
insight into the pme they know and love. baseballs. Fifty dozen just won't do. The can't act the IS bucks they're chargina at the
And how about some new songs. Why are we BuchaU Team-Here's to hopina that Ted door. But he's lot a prize)' job now, so
waiting?? Wayde and Gere-Acceptable Tagprt's threat of going out for the team is maybe he can get an obnoxious Collegian
bylines for their rugby articles or absolutely just a jokel Sports Editor a job, too.
unacceptable bylines that the humor issue Rob Cardone--A trip to his mecca, Ron That brings us to the end. If we forgot
can't wait to publish. Jeremy's mansion. Throw in a seminar from anyone, you're probably better off anyway.
Women's Rup,. Team-Hassle-free year there as well. Ralph Geer_He's a bad boy, However, the true spirit of the season is to
from administration on insurance. Regie so he doesn't get anything!! All right, he can give, not to receive. So to all Kenyon
PbilUp.·Tbomas (apin)-A chance to take drive the new lamboni for the new ice rink Athletes, a Merry Christmas, Happy
Menaes' spot as middle linebacker for the _~fo~r,-,Ih~.,-,H=oe""k~ey,-,team="'"'~N~o"-,po:",,,,,,,,"~o~U~I~,,,,,,'_~CbJnu,,,,,",,kah,,,,~.~.....d~'w..,,,,f.~N,,,,ew,,-,y~ear,,,,,.,- _
Lords, and a muzzle. The Rugby Team better at
Bet _ her own jnsurance po"C)'. AD.. Intramur s
Hobbs-Cheese and Beer. "Rica" Hobbl- contillll«ljrom pagf!six
a bar of soap. yon is legitimate. He feels that women should
The Women's Soccer Team-Nametags for be an equal part of that tradition.
the freshmen. Coach Wardlaw-Another However, there are detriments that the
freshman class Uke this past sell$on's ..staff"~toovercomeinOrdertobrilllthe
c~. The-_HO.!t.!l. Team-Peter Bow· I.M.'sto ~.ptudcntsaspossible. There
is no f -time Rec coordinator. Bunnell
would like to eventually add a staff member
with that capacity in mind. Adding a staff
member implies that the I.M. program is too
large for one person, or a pan-time staff to
handle. That's where student participation
comes into play.
Not every I.M. event or tournament has
been well-received. The five kilometer run
that was planned had only five people sign
up. The Timex/ReeOOk fitness day was also
sparsely attended, despite that there were
promolional prizes donated by the two com-
panies to be liven away at the conclusion of
the event.
Why the low turnout at SODJevents? The
nature of the Kenyon student, who is
academically inclined, is at the heart of the
low totals. Fittins in I.M.·s into a day already
filled with aeademics can be a problem for
both student and staff.
..It is difficult proaramminl here,"
acknowledged BunneD. However, if it can be
stressed that I.M. 's are a "'diversion form the
riaon of academic pursuits" can be m.naged
by the perspective I.M. participant, then
there is a chance that long-term aoals for the
program can be. reached.
Bunnell and his staff are weD aware of
what the goa1s should be. Dey are tryina; to
create "a semi-competitive environment
without making competition number one,"
said Bunnell. He understands that there is a
"different motivational level for I.M. par-
ticipants."
There are many competJtive st.uderns here,
and equally as many view I.M.'s ua fun way
to stay in shape, and to be f1tDeII-miAded. So
whether you are "pIayins tor the Ihirt.to or are I~S~;in I.M.'s for the fun of it. the c:umat in-
tramurallllff is providina tile most itCIb for
the Kenyon students.The _ess beiDa __ Is_ beiDa
Hmited to the I,M as .........
porumldes tac.1IId nit,.••
is ..... lllr-" _ • ..,.
Ernst Center, where one racquetball court
has been transformed into a free-weight area,
while the old nautilus room is still opera-
tional, having been updated as well. The
nautilus room is still operational, having
been updated as well. lbt nautilus room is
open all day and the free-weight room is
under supervision during its operating holll'S,
insuring the safety of tht Kenyon student.
With 413 students Involved in- varsit)
athletics and more than that being involved
in I.M.'s and other recremonal activitia.
that brinp the total to more than one-batf
lhe student popuIatinD beiog pIlysio:ally "'-
live. HowC'tlel',that leavcs many students off
that list and Bunnell would like to see tbat
(IIUre dramatically increMCd in the upcom-
ing years.
Thtre has certainI,. been I new empbuk
and a more coordinated effort provided by
the current staff. Corrl$erdal IpODIOIsbipI
for eventl is just another eumple of ..
positive step< being lIkeD. WID we ... day
see Kenyon 10M. portleqw .. ~ ID dill
Nlk. FoothaD ~ or .... AWl
3.... -3 CD-Reo-et¥1 TQDl_t
PerhIps, but in .................
tiDD has to be _ ""* Juq: : 'II
...... It Is beiDa lioiI-lIrtt Ii ,_51- __ !IIiIIrlIs"'''
_ ....bo~~~~._DId ...... lIy.~
- Depoi_.IIr.......' >IIo/JfYIng " Is_
obout.
ODlytWOtealJ
__ FootbolllMaat'.......
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Protest
Cominued from page one
the abstract but not about what this means to
students." The action taken at Kenyon hopes
to be more directly related to the student
body,
Gladue stressed the importance of involv-
ing college aged people in the Middle-East
crisis. "We need to realize that this is a rele-
vant issue and if war breaks out it affect us
directly. We need to raise consciousness."
Director
contimwd from page one
as " ... entirely true in the interest of being
factual." Anderson indicated, however, that
part of the reason for Tutchings' resignation
rose from a desire to try something different.
"Oftentimes people feel some son of change
is necessary," While he did not know of any
specific future plans of Tutchings, Anderson
felt that from his perspective, this desire for
change was the largest part.
"I'm sure this is something that has been in
some ways an idea, a thought, a considera-
tion for a while," continued Anderson. "The
abrupt suddenness reveals the aspect of his
style and personality. This was his way of
assuring that he could make his decision and
his move as quietly as possible."
Anderson also felt that family considera-
tions played a large role in Tutchings' deci-
sion. "I think that a large measure of this was
reasons having to do with wanting to be back
in the Norwalk area." Anderson stated that
Tutchmgs is exploring opportunities in the
Norwalk area to enable him to move back to
his mother,
Crime
continued from page one
way to curtail this trend. Woosley stated.
"We try to let them (the students) know
what's going on so that the individual can
take responsibility for their safety,"
At universities across the nation. various
attempts are being made to improve safety.
At Lehigh University an elaborate security
system in each dorm sounds an alarm if any
door is left open for more than twenty
seconds.
At the University of Colorado, police
whistles are issued to every female freshman,
and the freshmen are encouraged to carry the
whistle on their keychain. Volunteer students
called "brown coats" patrol Eastern
Washington University's campus after dark.
Here at Kenyon, the security force has been
beefed up and two more blue-light safety
phones have been installed.
Violence and crime are certainly nothing
new. but their increased presence on cam-
puses across the country has necessitated
changes in campus security policy. Statistics
show that a violent crime is committed
against a college student every 25 minutes.
This can only remind us that although we
may feel sheltered on our college campus, we
are certainly not immune to the same
violence that plaauesthe rest of society.
Sources: USA Today and The New York
Times.
Precasting
'..
Continued from page {Mill
and announced at the audition that the role
was not precast. but that the actress who had
been initially precast would be auditioning
for the role and that if she did not get cast she
would be co-directing. The actress who had
originally been precast, however, was cast in
the role, leaving those students who auditioned
on the premise that this was an "open
audition" believing that casting on this cam-
pus is based on connections rather than on
merit. Many students have decided it isn't
worth auditioning for any more productions
at Kenyon as a resuh.
The prccutins that has predominated the
productions this semester has revolved
around the same Jl'oup of students who cast
L
themselves and their friends, The sItuation is
an unfortunate one because it has alienated
people from the drama department, from
KCDC and GREAT, and from those people
who are suspected of bias. This precastlng
continues to be a trend among those people
who practice it, and the productions and the
reputations of those people-who are involved
in them are going to suffer as a result. No one
will come to see the productions, no one will
audition for precast productions, and no one
will beileve that those people who hold the
power in KCDC and GREAT who have
precast before are capable of unbiased
casting.
The system must be changed. There needs
to be an objective voice in the selection pro-
cess so that all productions will be free of
suspicion of nepotism and that parts can be
won solely on the basis of need or merit.
Having an objective person (such as a faculty
member) would protect students who go into
auditions believing there are major roles
available to them; it also protects those peo-
ple who are in the selection process from any
suspicion of bias.
This is my proposal for change, and I
would encourage other students to contribute
their input and ideas regarding this issue. In
writing this letter Ihope to be setting up the
dialogue for change and improvement, the
goal of which is to provide an open, fair en-
vironment in which merit warrants en-
couragement and bias is no longer an issue.
Sincerely,
Lee Nowell '92
Gulf
Continued from page two
ominous overtones when discussing Iraqi
efforts to develop nuclear capacities. A sense
of responsibility must accompany nuclear
capability. This currently does not exist in
Iraq. Nuclear proliferation into an unstable
region is too horrible to imagine.
Finally, the debilitating effects of the
blockade should continue to wear down the
ability of the Iraqi military to retain its cur-
rent menacing stature. In addition, the
morale of the one million man army is unlike-
Iy to remain high given the difficulty of sup-
plying them with adequate food and other
supplies. The costs in terms of American
casualties could be minimized by waiting.
However, the necessity and opportunity to
strike at Iraq militarily will. in my opinion,
eventually be necessary to avoid even greater
crises in the future. The key question re-
mains: how long will the American people
support current U.S. efforts in the region?
Perhaps the weakest element in President
Bush's handling of Operation Desert Shield is
his failure to provide a comprehensive ex-
planation for U.S. actions. He seems to have
lost some of the initiative to Congress in
defining these reasons. While the Congress
must be included in anyeumination of U.S.
foreign policy. its ability to solely define
foreign policy objectives is often limited by a
narrow perspective and individual ambition.
Given a clear and well-articulated exposi-
tion of U.S. policy in the Persian Gulf and a
demonstration of need, Iwould gladly serve
the United States in its armed services just as
members of my family have done in the past.
Respectfully submitted.
Charles Peruchini '91
Shark
Continued from poge seven
So what the NCAA has done is allow a
man who has broken rules at two different
schools (Long Beach St. in the early 70's),
and three different times to live for another
tournament.
Jerry Tarkanian is a prime example of why
intercollegiate sports is such a bogus opere-
non, and so hard to legislate. He does
everything wrong for years, and still has the
guts to flaunt the rules by havlns Lloyd
Daniels out of New York, he of the five
different high schools in three years of the
sixth-grade reading level, sign a letter of in-
tent in 1986 to play for the Rebels. Six months
later, after being taken in legally by an
assistant coach, he is videotaped in a crack
house. Goodbye Daniels and goodbye ethics
on the college level (of course that was lost by
the Shark years ago).
So what that the Rebels aren't in next
year's tournament? The Shark could be out
of town by then. taking with him his JO per-
cent share of UNLV's tournament cut. Last
year, it was a modest sum of $100.000. Now,
the NCAA is ready to let the Rebels in on
what their investigation of the whole Daniels
affair has revealed. It will not reveal anything
different: the Rebels broke the rules again.
UNL V claimed last summer, "Why
penalize the kids?" Well, the kids should
know by DOW all about Tark the Shark and
his less than legal ways. They can avoid him
until UNL V makes it worth their while. They
also claimed, "Why peanliz.e the university,
when it did all it could?" By penalizing
UNL V now, perhaps they would make other
institutions realize the potential pitfalls in
hiring men like Tarkanian in the future. If
not the kids or the school, that must leave:the
coach, no? By keeping UNLV out of this
year's tournament, when they are sure the
Shark is there, they are punishing the coach.
Take $100,000 out of someone's wallet and
that seems like a pretty effective deterrent to
me,
But then again, that would be too simple,
too direct for the NCAA to do, and not keep-
ing in the holiday spirit. Merry Christmas
UNLV and a happy March.
When y<?U party
rernerilbef to...
Don't getwrecked. U~'renot
sober-oryou'fe 001 sure-
lei someooe else do !bedrMng
NaIIonoI Heodquorfers
150 Paulartno AYe" SuIte 190
'-Mesa,CA92626
71415S7·2m
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Owl Creeks Will
Sing Fall Concert
The Owl Creek Singers, an all-female a
cappella vocal group of Kenyon College
students will present their annual fall concert
on Friday at 7:00 p.m. in Kenyon's Rosse
Hall.
The singers, under the musical direction of
senior Cathryn B. Switzer, plan a varied pro-
gram including the contemporary tunes
"Holding Back the Years" by Simply Red and
"Totally Hot" by Olivia Newton-John. Sek:c-
lions wiD also include the popular standard
"Sweet Georgia Brown," "Summertime"
from Porgy oltd Bess. and a jazz version of
"Rockabye Baby."
The concert is free and open to the public.
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